PsychFest 2016
Schedule of Events

Morning Session
8:00 – 9:00  Setup & Coffee
9:00 – 9:30  Opening Remarks (AIC SkyBridge)
            Dr. Brent Carbajal, Provost
            Dr. LeaAnn Martin, Dean of CHSS
            Dr. Larry Symons, Chair of Psychology Department
            Student Scholarship & Award Announcements

9:30 – 10:50  Poster Session I (AIC SkyBridge)
11:00 – 12:00 Oral Presentations I (AW 204)
            11:00  Influence of Gender on Assessment of Anorexia Nervosa
                   Savannah Roberts, Alex Czopp, & Anna Ciao
            11:15  What’s Behind the Shower Curtain?: Intrusive Thoughts and Responses Concerning Horror Movies
                   Alia Wulff & Ira Hyman
            11:30  Using Intersectionality to Enhance and Mitigate Group Threats
                   Jeremy Becker
            11:45  Coping Strategies, Social Support, and Quality of Life among Puerto Rican Women Undergoing Drug and/or Alcohol Treatment
                   Cheryl A. Vázquez-Colón and Joseph Trimble

Afternoon Session
12:00 – 1:00  Lunch (Psychology Department Lounge)
1:00 – 2:20  Poster Session II (AIC SkyBridge)
2:30 – 3:30  Oral Presentations II (AW 204)
            2:30  The Effects of Mindfulness Meditation on Mind Wandering and Rumination
                   Diana David
            2:45  Stealing memories: The egocentric source monitoring bias following collaborative remembering
                   Madeline Jalbert, Norma Garcia, Emma Hutchison, Alia Wulff, & Ira Hyman
            3:00  Are You Following The Crowd? The Social Side of Political Ideology
                   Kamran Hughes, Joshua Thompson, Morgan Verburg, Renae Figueira, Connor Koreis, & Catherine Riordan
            3:15  Exploring the Effects of Psychological Distance and Action-Related Knowledge on Wildlife Conservation
                   Brett Muskavage
3:30 – 3:45  Raffle Drawing
3:45 – 4:45  Keynote Address (AW 204)

From Western to Faculty Member: Key Learnings on Becoming a Researcher-Practitioner
Ryan Reese, Ph.D.
Oregon State University, Cascades

5:00  Cleanup
5:30  Après PsychFest Soiree at Aslan Brewing Co. (1330 N. Forest St)
1. **Demographic Changes, Minority Empowerment Theory, and the Need for Diverse Representation in Government**  
   Joshua Thompson, Jordan Huzarevich, Kamran Hughes, James Camp, & Joseph E. Trimble

2. **Adolescents’ Priorities for Online Publicity versus Privacy**  
   Miranda Long, Amanda Solis, and Adriana Manago

3. **Perceptions of Expertise: Effects of Credentials and Length of Relationship on Choosing Medical Providers**  
   Erika Courtney, Mallory O’Brien, Leah Seitz, Janee Vlach and Josh Weibel

4. **Putting Our Best Foot Forward: Exploring Ways to Increase Engagement with Diversity**  
   Catherine Riordan, Sarah Enders, Cassandra Cicero, Hannah Anderson, Gabrielle Peterson, Erik Fure, Megan Newsted, Raven Morningstar, Rebecca Hebner

5. **Are Infants Attentionally Prioritized Regardless of Race?**  
   Sarah Martinez, Mckaila Leytze, Lindsey Jones, Rachel Walls, Ben Ratcliff, Bette Brownstein, Andrew Jaye, & Kelly Jantzen

6. **Let Me Be Different!: Forming Friendships through Shared Experiences**  
   Emily Stafford & Alex Czopp

7. **Away from keyboard: Involuntary video game thoughts**  
   Victoria S. K. Au, Kyle A. Manske

8. **How do Face-to-Face and Tech-Mediated Time with Parents and Peers Influence Adolescents’ Parental and Peer Reliance?**  
   Kendall A. Lawley, Glenn A. Anderson, and Adriana Manago

9. **Saving Endangered Animals: Enhancing Zoo Displays, Concern for Orangutans, and Conservation Behavior**  
   Holly C. Berg, Sadie R. Grattan, Alyssa J. Nelson, Megan I. Poppe, and David N. Sattler

10. **Who’s in Control: You, God, or Government?**  
    Morgan Verburg, Jordan Huzarevich, Kamran Hughes, Joshua Thompson, Renae Figueira, Conner Koreis, Susanna Morse, and Catherine Riordan

11. **What’s So Unique about Mindfulness Anyway? An Examination of the Facets of Mindfulness and its Effect on Flourishing**  
    Jennifer Gruber, Alysia Noriega, Diana David, Barbara J. Lehman

12. **Metacognition and Student Expertise**  
    James Camp, Lauren Francois, Alyssa Goodwin, Talynn Woods

13. **Measuring Involuntary Thoughts about Romantic Partners: The Romantic Obsession Scale**  
    Rachel K. Ramondetta, Irwin Tsai, James M. Graham
14. **Using Factual vs. Emotional Priming Information to Influence Perceptions of Syrian Refugees**  
   Ian McCurry, Katherine Serrano, Kristin Sarjeant

15. **Malignant Gliomas: A Case Study**  
   Bonnie R. Sullivan

16. **Racial Identity and Food: A Correlational Study**  
   Ryan Chiu

17. **Ignoring Typicality of a Sample: Based off of Hammill, Wilson, & Nisbett (1980)**  
   Jerry Geffre-Barnett, Jake Gobeille

18. **I can see your (health) halo: The impact of organic food labeling on the perceived health characteristics of processed food**  
   Renae Figueira, Tiahna Neal, Christina Viera Vieira da Rosa, Taylor Menzel, Aimie Epoch, Dorthea Nauss, Anna Ciao

19. **Effects of mindfulness practice on momentary mind wandering and thought valence**  
   Reinke, V., David, D., LeBlanc, E., & Lehman, B.J.

20. **Do Stereotypes Influence the Perceived Racial Descent of Racially Ambiguous Targets?**  
   Marysa Eastman & Alex Czopp

21. **Make America Hate Again: Implicit Associations of Trump vs. Bernie**  
   Savannah Roberts & Alex Czopp

22. **Is Police Force Appropriate During a Campus Protest? Effects of Cause, Protester Ethnicity, and Degree of Threat**  
   Dillon Baker, Nicole Bartlett, Elyse Brown, Mikaela Chandler, Shaitawnna Hayes, Molly Hodgin, Olivia Larzelere, Carrie Mertz, Ann Nguyen, Emma Pinti, Phillip Quillan, Katie Rogers, Alyssa Saupe, Mattea Sim, Kyle Sullivan, and David Sattler

23. **Seeing the World through Rose Colored Lenses: The Effects of Marijuana and Alcohol Primes on Social Perceptions and Emotional Processing**  
   Forest Coyle & Christian Olsen

24. **Is Beauty in the Eye of the Beholder? Examining the Attractiveness of Women by Looking at Skin Color and Facial Features**  
   Shaitawnna Hayes, Dillon Baker

25. **Effect of Information Type on Perceptions of Expertise**  
   Julia Adams, Jack Hallmark, Victoria Morgan
1. **Imminent Volcano Eruption: The Effect of Time vs. Knowledge**  
   Victoria Lynne Reinke, Catherine Jinhee Park, and Alexandra Cheyenne Lowe

2. **Indian Love Marriages: A Thematic Analysis on Couples Experiences**  
   Katie Rogers

3. **Examination of the persistence of the anti-craving effects of acute environmental enrichment in rats**  
   Jeff Hyde, Edwin Glueck, Katherine North, Darren Ginder, Olga Demchenko, Josef Sule, Kyle Jiganti, Jeffrey W. Grimm

4. **The Influence of Nicotine and Toluene on the Neuromuscular Junction**  
   Katherine Rice, Sebastian Ostrovsky

5. **A Proposed Model of Academic Resilience in University Students**  
   Megan I. Poppe, McKenzie R. Alexander, Rachel E. Mathis, Keith A. Jacobsen, Francisco Ocampo, Russell R. Lale, Caroline S. Schuler, Joshua M. Weibel, Maria J. Jones, and Dale L. Dinnel

6. **Modifying eating disorder prevention programs for inclusive audiences**  
   Bethany R. Munson, Kevin D. Pringle, Olivia C. Ohls, Mikaela Chandler, Savannah Roberts, Amy C. Allen, Anna C. Ciao

7. **Language of Trauma Perceptions: Victim, Survivor, or Person?**  
   Rochelle A. Robinson

8. **Who Gets Concussed? Big Five Personality Domains and Incidences of Athletic Concussions**  
   Nathan Wolch

9. **Design and Characterization of a Novel Behavioral Assay to Introduce Classical Conditioning to the model C. elegans**  
   Lauren Alfiler, Aristide Black

10. **Preferred Leadership Traits Among Conservatives and Liberals**  
    James R. Camp, Austen P. Turner, Joshua Thompson, & Joseph E. Trimble

11. **Leadership and Political Ideology: Preferred Leadership Characteristics Predicts Political Ideology**  
    James R. Camp, Austen P. Turner, Joshua Thompson, & Joseph E. Trimble

12. **Imitation and Immersion: The Effects of Video Game Perspective on Violent Behavior**  
    Kyle Thomas, Bryce Fields

13. **The Impact of Parental Criminality and Absence**  
    Coleen Payne
14. *Identity, Civil Liberties and Security: Terrorist Suspect Identity and Support for Interrogation and Detention Practices*
   Conner Koreis, Morgan Verburg, Kamran Hughes, Joshua Thompson, Renae Figueira, Susanna Morse, Sarah Logan, James Camp, Catherine Riordan

15. *Oh Shoot, I Am Going to Die: American Worldview and Perceptions of Gun Use With Terror Management Theory*
   Simona Wood, Ali Steffan

16. *DSH-1 gene knockdown in the wnt pathway causes associative learning abnormalities in ERI-1 mutant C. elegans*
   Nicolas R. Brown

17. *Personality, facebook, and politics*
   Susanna Morse, Sarah Logan, Renae Figueira

18. *The effects of in utero stress on learning in C. elegans*
   Aristide Black

19. *People with Schizophrenia, not Schizophrenics: Mental Illness Stigma Reduction through Contact Based Psychoeducation*
   Kevin D. Pringle, Kendall A. Lawley, Alex W. Anderson

20. *The Influence of Gender and Race on Risk Assessment of Food and Health-Promoting Behaviors*
   Zoe Korten

21. *Colorblind to the Past: Biased Estimates of Race-Related Historical Events*
   Mattea Sim & Alex Czopp

   Alana Temple & Alex Czopp

   Tristan Quan & Alyssa Nelson

24. *The Effects of Haptic Roughness and Attribution on Empathy*
   Amy Barker, Bridget Littlefield, JianBo He, David Stout

25. *The Effect of Verb Tense on Perceived Interpersonal Attractiveness as Seen in Both Genders*
   Madeline Hamilton, Conner Koreis, Hadia Rezai, Rian Ruyle, Aristide Black

26. *The effect of humor after ego-depletion on persistence*
   Natalie Gray and Briana Jackson